need a clear picture of your
Current Technology Landscape?
Technology is moving at
the speed of thought. Your
customers want a quick and
seamless experience. To
meet customer expectations,
your company may need
to accelerate your digital
transformation.
Is your network ready
to meet the demands
for accelerated growth,
expanded productivity
needs, and advanced
security protocols? Before
you can move forward, you
need to know where you are
now.
ZAG has a unique offer
that can help move your
company into the future.

The 360 Technology
Strategy Review
Delivers Clarity

Technology Moves at the Speed of Thought
Is Your Technology Success-Ready?
The 360 Technology Strategy Review is a unique and
comprehensive service. We help your organization
align business goals with the technologies that will
best support your digital transformation and manage
competitive challenges.

How a 360 Technology Strategy Review Works
#1 Discover

#2 Evaluate

#3 Consult

The first step is a meeting with your
team to discover your organization’s
technology goals.

Our evaluations take 1 to 3 days at
your facilities and another few days
off-site while we analyze the data.

How are you currently using
technology and are there gaps
that are limiting productivity? Are
you implementing the latest work
processing technology? How are you
managing services to customers and
employees? Are you aware of your
security risks and have a recovery
plan?

Once reviewed, we compile a
comprehensive written report of
findings along with an Executive
Summary that will highlight areas
of priority concern or systems at
high risk for downtime, productivity
drains, or a security breach.

Typical reports are often 100+
pages and include server and
networking infrastructure
analysis, storage accessibility,
security vulnerabilities, disaster
and recovery readiness.

These are a few of the questions we
will ask to clarify where you are and
how we can focus our evaluation.

The 50+ page report is yours to keep
and review with your team. Through
the summary and reports, you can
easily identify areas of concern and
create an action plan.

With all that information,
you can now make informed
decisions about possible
infrastructure changes,
cloud readiness, and system
advancements.
Need help? Have questions
or concerns? ZAG Technical
Services is ready to help.

Assessments can contain
over 100+ pages of
comprehensive reports
ready for your review
An Executive Overview sums
up the report so you know
your top priority concerns

Reports Include:

Server & Networking Infrastructure
High-Risk & Success-Ready Items
Security / Firewall Audit
Storage Accessibility
Asset Summary - Active / Inactive
Server and Workstation Aging
Critical / Severe Vulnerabilities
Disaster Recovery / Business Continuity

Cisco and ZAG - Working Together
At ZAG Technical Services, we have been
helping clients for 20 years evaluate, manage
and upgrade IT systems. Our 360 Technology
Strategy Review was a natural and unique
outcome of those services.
Our engineering-driven company understands
the many complex integration challenges
organizations face today. Our goal is to enable
your success. We work with partners including
Cisco Systems, to help organizations like yours
identify network vulnerabilities and provide
solutions that will improve growth, productivity,
and fit your budget.

The 360 Technology Strategy Review
is presented in partnership
with Cisco, the world leader in
technology products and services
for companies of all sizes. Cisco
products deliver solutions that
help companies like yours be
more productive.
Both ZAG and Cisco strive to create long-term
partnerships with customers like you. We want to
help our customers navigate into the future.
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NEED AN ASSESSMENT
OF YOUR CURRENT NETWORK?
Click Here to go to our website
OR CALL US NOW: 408-383-2000

360@zagtech.com
zagtech.com/360

